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Final exam

 Monday May 12, 2-5 pm in CPE 2.218

 Comprehensive

 Some more emphasis on material since 

midterm

 Bring two 8.5 x 11” sheets of notes

 No phones, tablets, iPads, etc.

 Practice exam with solutions



Classification mini-contest!

 3rd Place: Andy Wickham and Tony Wickham

 888 correct out of 1000 (88.8%)

 2nd Place: Adam Faulkner

 904 correct out of 1000 (90.4%)

 1st Place:  David Yu and Qi Guo

 915 correct out of 1000 (91.5%)



Big picture recap

 1. Making decisions

 Search, planning

 Adversarial and uncertain search

 2. Reasoning under uncertainty

 Bayes’ nets

 Decision theory

 Machine learning
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Adversarial search



Utilities

20 points

10 points

5 points



Markov Decision Processes
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Reinforcement learning



Bayesian networks



Decision networks & VPI



Probabilistic reasoning over time
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Learning (Classifiers, Clustering)
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Intelligent agents

 Sense, decide, act

 Maximize expected utility



Things we didn’t cover

 Constraint satisfaction

 Knowledge representation and reasoning

 Game theory and auctions

 Aspects of learning

 Natural language

 Vision

 Robotics

 …



Strategy in AI

 A goal of AI: Robust, fully autonomous 

agents in the real world

 Bottom-up metaphor:

Russell, ‘95: “Theoreticians can produce the AI 

equivalent of bricks, beams, and mortar with 

which AI architects can build the equivalent of 

cathedrals.”

Slide credit: Peter Stone



Bottom-up approach

Slide credit: Peter Stone



The bricks



The beams and mortar



Towards and cathedral?



Or something else?



Top-down approach



Meeting in the middle



Ethics, implications

 Robust, fully autonomous agents in the 

real world

 What happens when we achieve this goal?



Some Hard Questions…

 Who is liable if a robot driver has an accident?

 Will machines surpass human intelligence?

 What will we do with superintelligent machines?

 Would such machines have conscious 
existence? Rights?

 Can human minds exist indefinitely within 
machines (in principle)?

Slide credit: Dan Klein



Tournament highlights



Tournament results



Winners

 3rd place: Josh Kelle

 2nd place: Sam Thompson

 1st place: Jaime Rivera and K. K.

 Congrats to all!  



Roomba pacman
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